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Hello there! 
Stay-at-home order Facebook posts  
 
It was just a year ago. On March 17, 2020 France entered a strict national lockdown. From Day 5 of the 
stay-at-home enforcement – sorry for the delayed reaction - until the last day on Sunday May 10th, a 
message was posted daily on Eliot’s Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/eliot.dinfopilote. 
Each one of the 50 posts was intended to encourage working on some form of English, a little every 
day. They offered tips, internet links, and other leads to get “a daily shot of English practice”. Below is 
a list of the first half of these posts, from March 21st till April 14th. Follow the breadcrumb trail all over 
again, to revisit these tips. They have not aged a bit! 
 
Shelter-in-place Day 5 (March 21st) 
Hello there! Desperately looking for something to keep busy? Let me remind you that 
Eliot's Practice Papers are online at https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/ . If 
anything else, you may want to try the word games, they are fun and 
challenging. Check the content at https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/contents/.  
Be safe and see you tomorrow for another tip to help you work on your aeronautical 
English and get ready for next summer's flying season.  
 

Shelter-in-place Day 6 (March 22nd) 
Hello there! Go back to Practice Paper #31 
at https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/ for 10 tips 
to improve your English. One of these tips is to sign up 
for newsletters.  

This article on an earthquake in Salt Lake City is an example of what you can receive from Flying 
magazine's newsletter.  
 
Shelter-in-place Day 7 (March 23rd) 
Hello there! Here is your daily tip to help you keep busy with the valuable bonus of practicing your 
English. Remember The Connexion ? It's a newspaper published for English-speaking expats living in 
France. It helps them understand the French way of doing things, but it can also help you improve your 

general English while finding out how they perceive this 
country. Sign up for their free newsletter 
at https://www.connexionfrance.com/. 
The Connexion articles are a regular fixture in Eliot's Practice 

Papers. For exemple check the one on fly-tipping published in PP #18 at https://anglais-pour-
voler.com/practice/ 
  
Shelter-in-place Day 8 (March 24th) 
Hello there! The "In English, please" articles, 
published once a month in Info-pilote, are another 
opportunity to work on your aeronautical English. 
Since the 1st article, in June 2007, a lot of listening 
comprehension exercises have been offered and all kinds of topics have been tackled, such as aerial 
archeology, drones, icing, … sometimes in the form of word games. All the articles since the very first– 
a trip to Jersey – have been gathered in an iOs application with the audio recordings when available. 
Download the app now from the Appstore at https:/ /itunes.apple.com/…/a…/in-english-
please/id1015299474 for instant access to more than 140 pages of aviation-related English practice! 
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Shelter-in-place Day 9 (March 25th) 
Hello there! Another interesting newsletter worth signing up for is Flyer magazine's 
at https://www.flyer.co.uk/. In the latest one, they have started a discussion on “our 
favourite aviation films”, a valuable review in these homebound times. Visit the forum 
at https://forums.flyer.co.uk/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=115039 and practice some 
grammar at the same time: go to page 3 to read Dave W’s post on March 24th at 6:26 
pm, and find the another way to express his dislike of the movie. 
More grammar exercises are available in Eliot’s Practice Papers. They are listed in the 
general English index at https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/contents/.  
  
Shelter-in-place Day 10 (March 26th) 

Hello there! No end in sight to the stay-at-home rule! By now, you've probably 
settled into your new rhythm, with, hopefully, the “I-study-some-English” slot 
resolutely programmed somewhere between daily Skype meetings with your 
co-workers and the kids’ computer-assisted schoolwork. Here is an idea for 
today’s English practice: next month’s “In English, please” article will be an ATIS 
listening comprehension exercise. The audio has already been posted at 
https://anglais-pour-voler.com/in-english-please/2020-iep/. Listen to it, it will 
give you a head start when you receive the magazine.  

 

Shelter-in-place Day 11 (March 27th) 
Hello there! A great way to practice general English is through programs for children. 
The English is easier than, say, on Wikipedia, and concepts are explained simply. 
Dictionary.com, a site often referred to in Eliot’s Practice Papers (for example with 
the🐐 emoji in PP #15 at https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/), has started a 
learning-at-home center at https://www.dictionary.com/e/learning-at-home-
parent-teacher-center/ . Why not make it a family challenge and practice with your 
kids? It will benefit everybody!  
 
Shelter-in-place Day 12 (March 28th) 
Hi folks! Still there? Yesterday’s tip was about making English practice a family challenge. To help 

parents keep homebound children busy, many internet sites have 
come up with attractive resources. For exemple Macmillan, the well-
known publisher of educational programs, presents an unusual tool to 
make a game of learning irregular verbs: 

https://www.macmillandictionary.com/verb_wheel/. Find more fun way to learn some English with 
Eliot’s Practice papers word games. Check the index at https://anglais-pour-
voler.com/practice/contents/.  
 

Shelter-in-place Day 13 (March 29th) 
www.pilotworkshop.com is an interesting site to practice some English. Sign up for their newsletter to 
receive the "pilot's tip of the week" every Wednesday. It consists of 
a short article on an aviation-related topic, along with its audio 
recording. It is followed by a forum where pilots share their 
experience. Some of these tips were the course material for various 
Practice Papers exercises, for example in PP #11, #14, #18 and # 30. Practice Papers #1 to #30 are 
available at https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/.  
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Shelter-in-place Day 14 (March 30th) 
Hello there! Eliot's Practice Papers appeared online in August 2017. Over these two and a half years, 
and after some adjustments, they evolved to become a series of five exercises, mainly focused on 

aeronautical English, published once a month around the 15th, to come halfway 
between two Infopilote’s “In English, please” articles. They are available at 
https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/.  
To help you find your way around the 30-something Practice Papers published since 
August 2017, indexes have been put together. Go to https://anglais-pour-
voler.com/practice/contents/ to find lists of the exercises filed by types, themes and 
resources for PP #1 to PP #30. 

 

Shelter-in-place Day 15 (March 31st) 
Starting this Friday and until the end of the shelter-in-place enforcement, the Practice 
Papers’ publication schedule will be revved up from one a month to one a week, each 
PP will contain 7 exercises, to allow for a healthy daily dose of homework.  
Practice Paper #31, the “Shelter-In-Place Special Edition – n°1” will be available at 
https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/, along with PP #1 to #30. Go to 
https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/contents/ to find lists of the exercises filed 
by types, themes and resources.  
 

Shelter-in-place Day 16 (April 1st) 
Hello there! The "In English, please" 
application, a collection of the multitude of 
articles published in Info-pilote since 2007, 
with audio recordings when available, has 
been updated to add the articles up to April 

2020. Download the app now – or update it if you are already a privileged reader - from the Appstore 
at https://apps.apple.com/fr/app/in-english-please/id1015299474?fbclid=IwAR0c1xIhkE-
XkV1tA1kB2nwuszvlnjT5hKfWs25F6K6mOwitdwEv5aWCsb8 for instant access to more than 150 pages 
of aviation-related English practice!  
 

Shelter-in-place Day 17 (April 2nd) 
Hello there! Making word clouds is another fun way to learn new 
vocabulary. The general English corner of Practice Paper #28 at 
https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/ gave you the course of action 
to make your own.  
Here is a word cloud made with the text from Wikipedia’s article on the 
environmental impact of aviation. Read the whole article at 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Environmental_impact_of_aviation.  
 

Shelter-in-place Day 18 (April 3rd) 
Hello there! Stuck at home? Practice for the FCL.055! Starting this Friday and running 
until the end of the shelter-in-place enforcement, Eliot’s Practice Papers' publication 
schedule will be revved up from once a month to once a week, with the opportunity 
to work on one exercise per day. Practice Paper #31, the “Shelter-In-Place Special 
Edition – n°1” is now available at https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/.  
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Shelter-in-place day 19 (April 4th) 
Hello there!  www.anglais-pour-voler.com is a website 
dedicated to aeronautical English practice. It is where you 
find Eliot's Practice Papers (Shelter-in-place special edition 
n°1 was posted yesterday) and the audio version - if 
relevant - of the "In English, please" articles published 
monthly in Info-Pilote. It is also where you can get 
L'Anglais pour voler, a French/English aeronautical 
dictionary (6th Edition to be released sometime in 2021), 
and learn more about two iOs apps, L'Anglais pour voler 
and In English, please. For aeronautical English practice, look no further than www.anglais-pour-
voler.com, the site which provides a comprehensive approach to aeronautical English training for 
pilots, and air traffic controllers.  
 

Shelter-in-place Day 20 (April 5th) 
Hello there! Make sure you have your Reference Daily Intake of 
listening comprehension practice by listening to news channel in 
English. For example, watch the BBC’s analysis of the airline 
industry’s future at https://www.bbc.com/news/av/business-

52035898/coronavirus-will-the-airline-industry-survive. PP #16 at https://anglais-pour-
voler.com/practice/ also played a Top Gear BBC video explaining why you are protected from lightning 
when you are in a car, … and it is not for the reason you think you are.  
 

Shelter-in-place Day 21 (April 6th) 
Hello there! How are you coming along with the Shelter-in-place Special Edition? Have you, in a wild 
spree, completed all 7 exercises already? If it is the case, feel free to dig into PP #1 to #30 for more at 
The indexes have been updated, so that you can choose what you want to work on by subject, type 
and/or resource.  
 

Shelter-in-place Day 22 (April 7th) 
Hello there! Let’s have a little respite from aviation today and focus on a 
natural, but not so common, phenomena: a super pink moon. Harvest 
moons and micro moons have already been discussed in PP #27 at 
https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/. But tonight’s full moon is going to 
be different. It is a “pink moon” because it is the full moon of April - called 
“pink” in reference to the early springtime bloom of America’s “moss pink”. 
It is “super” because it will be the biggest and brightest full moon of 2020. 
Watch this YouTube video to learn more about it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x305BFcTH6s .  
 

Shelter-in-place Day 23 (April 8th) 
Hello there! Expand your aviation-related vocabulary with some specialized 
reading. There are two sites you might want to bookmark for that. The first one 
is Wikipedia's Aviation portal at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Aviation. 
Go to Practice Paper #13 at https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/ for a 
reading comprehension exercise based on the article on ATIS. More about the 
second site tomorrow.  
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Shelter-in-place Day 24 (April 9th) 
Hello there! Did you visit Wikepedia's Aviation portal yesterday? For another 
treasure chest of aviation-related articles, go to Skybrary at www.skybrary.aero. 
Their 16 chapters cover all operational aspects, from Air Ground Communication 
to Unmanned Aerial Systems. Look up Practice Paper #27 at https://anglais-pour-
voler.com/practice/ for a reading comprehension exercise based on the “guide 
to phraseology for general aviation pilots in Europe”. 
  

Shelter-in-place Day 25 (April 10th) 
Hello there! Some good news for all of us in lockdown: Eliot’s Practice Papers 
Shelter-In-Place Special Edition n°2 is online. Go to  
https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/ for your daily shot of aeronautical 
English practice. Shelter-in-place special edition n°2 focuses on phraseology and 
listening comprehension.  
 

Shelter-in-place Day 26 (April 11th) 
Hello there! Have you received the April issue of Info-pilote yet? The 
postal service between a little in disarray, these days, it might take a bit 
longer than usual. When you do receive it, don’t forget to check the “In 

English, please” article. It is a listening comprehension exercise on ATIS. A nice complement to Eliot’s 
Practice Papers Shelter-In-Place Special Editions available at https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/.  

 
Shelter-in-place Day 27 (April 12th) 
Hello there! A reader informed me that there is a typo in the “In English, 
please” article, published in the April 2020 issue of Info-pilote. Find the 
audio file under the "In English, please" dropdown menu at 
www.anglais-pour-voler.com and try to find the typo in the text. A hint? It happens in Luxemburg!  
 

Shelter-in-place Day 28 (April 13th) 
Hello there! Let's get back to some listening comprehension 
practice. www.liveatc.net is a well-known site to listen to pilot-
controller communications. It offers feeds from major airports 
and control centers around the world. Its "interesting recordings" 

data bank is a trove of audio files on unusual situations. Practice Paper #22's listening 
comprehension exercise at https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/ is a compilation of recordings 
involving problems with landing gear.  
 

Shelter-in-place Day 29 (April 14th) 
Hello there! So, it seems we are halfway through the ordeal: 4 weeks gone, 4 more 
weeks to go! 4 more weeks of lockdown mean 4 more Shelter-In-Place Special Edition 
Practice Papers, focused on phraseology and listening comprehension, to help you get 
ready for the FCL.055 exam. Shelter-In-Place Special Edition n° 1 and 2 are available at 
https://anglais-pour-voler.com/practice/. Look out for n°3 this Friday.  
 
 


